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Press Release
eToys Whistleblower dares the DOJ to Arrest eToys Whistleblower
After waiting for hell to freeze over – to get DOJ indictment - of Mitt Romney & Goldman Sachs
Los Angeles, CA, August 5, 2016: For a decade plus, armed with confessions of intentional lies
under oath, as the court appointed fiduciary over the eToys federal case, Laser Haas (“Laser the
Liquidator”), has been blowing the whistle (see WSJ “eToys investors claim conflict”), all to no avail, on a
million dollar bribe offer [to be a roaming manager of Bain Capital {like Jack Bush, Barry Gold or Michael
Glazer}] and a billion dollar plus crime spree of The Learning Company, Kay Bee, Stage Stores and eToys.
Laser reported on such to numerous agents and agencies of the Department of Justice requesting
investigation & prosecution of Goldman Sachs, Bain Capital, Mitt Romney, Paul Traub and the MNAT law
firm, among many others; but justice was hindered by corrupt public servants directly linked to racketeers,
who were betraying oath of office unknown as clandestine plants for the organized crimes (such as federal
prosecutors Minnesota James Lackner with brother Marty [suicided] involved in Tom Petters Ponzi with
Paul Traub, Goldman Sachs, Bain Capital after they were benefiting from Delaware corruption of Mark
Kenney and Colm Connolly, resulting in 2010 eToys shareholder Robert Alber shoot/kill Mike Sesseyoff).
Racketeering Crimes Remaining Unaddressed
In 1999, MNAT assisted The Learning Company (owned by Romney & gang) to merge with Mattel;
which lost billions, as fed prosecutor Colm Connolly declined to prosecute, choosing, instead, to become
a partner of MNAT. Also in 1999, Goldman Sachs took eToys public doing a stock fraud “Spinning” scheme
in excess of $600 million (see NY Times “Rigging the I.P.O. Game”), followed by Michael Glazer (then
CEO of Kay Bee - now CEO of Stage Stores) paid himself $18 million and Bain Capital $83 million, prior
to filing bankruptcy of Kay Bee [see RS Taibbi “Greed and Debt”], after Glazer/Kay Bee acquired eToys
for reduced prices by MNAT, Paul Traub and Barry Gold. (Traub and Gold worked under Romney/Glazer
at Stage Stores bankruptcy and then lied under oath (deemed admitted), along with MNAT (secretly
working for Bain/Sachs), so they could become part of eToys/KB cases resulting in billion-dollar fraud.
Thousands lost billions, and others are dead as a result of rotten apples willful blindness and
their waiting for hell to freeze over, as the DOJ is allowing Mitt Romney, Goldman Sachs, Bain Capital &
their “Bankruptcy Ring” gangs to “retroactively” retire from the organized crimes, resultant of Colm
Connolly, James Lackner and Mark Kenney (among others) refusing to investigate themselves & crime
lords. This leaves Laser with no other choice but to testify, under penalty of, daring the DOJ to arrest
someone, even if it be the whistleblower, in order to get these extraordinary cases - into a court of law!
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